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Project Summary: 

This project saw the merging of dance with technology, namely Isadora software, for the purposes of 
creating invigorating visual and interactive effects to elevate the storytelling and physicality within a 
dance theatre production. Choreographic material generated included the use of spoken word, dance, 
tech effects, film and sound. Research carried out included a 4-week period of remote research, including 
Zoom sessions with mentor Jessie Keenan and Isadora specialist L-Wilson Sprio. An additional 2 weeks 
were spent in each venue- Backstage, Theatre, Longford and The Townhall, Cavan. Here, the practical 
implementation and experimentation took place, including in person mentorship with Cavan based dance 
artist Jessie Keenan. The result of the remote and practical research culminated in a 15-minute work in 
progress which sought to bring together various modes of performance with a backdrop of projected AV 
effects learned and created as a result of the earlier weeks of the R&D process. A short video of project 
highlights can be found here. 
 

https://youtu.be/dwffKih-vBs


 

Who was involved? 

• Longford based actor, dancer and multidisciplinary artist Helen Keenan. Throughout the R&D 

project, Helen researched and created dance and technology performance material and devices 

over a period of 8 non- consecutive weeks. She focused on use of Isadora software for this purpose 

and created pre-programmed digital material for use in the final work in progress performance. 

She spent significant time researching and experimenting with the software for the generation of 

technologically enhanced and interactive material elements. 

 

• Dance mentor Jessie Keenan provided dramaturgical mentoring and support to Helen across 10 

non-consecutive days. She assisted in the supervising and advising of balancing choreographic and 

tech mediums on stage and also provided interrogative artistic support.  

 

• Helen worked in collaboration with Troikatronix support staff L- Wilson Spiro, who provided 

essential software specific support in both a creative and tech strategy capacity.  

This collaboration helped Helen learn how to create and execute specific AV effects. Many 

techniques were extremely advanced and further time to learn and implement these techniques 

is vital to Helen’s arts practice to ensure the progression of her ability to generate sophisticated 

professional effects for live and screen performance moving forward. 

 

• Venue partners Backstage, Longford and Cavan Townhall (points of contact: Mona Considine and 

Padraic McIntyre) provided theatre space and access to projection tech which allowed Helen to 

trial experiments and test effects throughout the R&D process.  

 

 

Outcomes: 

 

• a collection of Isadora ‘patches’ (pre-programmed effects) have been created that were used in 

conjunction with the choreography generated in this stage of development and were used in the 

production of a short work in progress. These programmed patches can also be used in future 

projects with different multimedia material. 

 

• experimentation and creation of a 15-minute work in progress that included choreographic 

material, text and film layered with both live and pre-programmed AV effects 

 

 

• learning and enhanced understanding of strategic staging for the various performative mediums 

used in my work, as a result of mentoring with Jessie Keenan.  



 

• the experiment and trailing of a work in progress in both partner venues, to ensure that 

dimensions of space and angles of projectors were suitable for the successful display of intricate 

tech effects. This was a very useful learning experience that shed light upon specific venue and 

tech requirements for performing and touring 

 

• the creation of a short digital video documenting the project development that can be used by 

the funding bodies and venue partners to convey the support they have given 

 

What is the potential / hope for this research beyond 

this completed 8-week R&D process? 

It is hoped that this topic will enter further development across 2022-2023. In the next phase of 

development, there will be a concentrated focus on interactivity, where live artist-triggered tech and AV 

effects are manipulated live in a performance. Specifically, it is hoped that the creation and relationship 

of a live performer and a digital dance double can be explored, where they interact as partners in an 

interactive dance performance.  

 

Helen hopes to return to Backstage Theatre for this work if further funding can be secured. It is hoped 

that in this case, a stage of further development can be carried out in addition to the making of a solo 

performance that can be performed at Backstage Theatre. 
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